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1. Introduction and statement of results. In this note we indicate 
a method of performing surgery on piecewise linear ( = PL) mani
folds, and show how to prove piecewise linear analogs of theorems 
on the homotopy type and classification of smooth manifolds2 

(Browder [ l ] , Novikov [lO], Wall [13]). 
The basic principles are two: to use normal microbundles instead 

of normal vector bundles, and to put a differential structure a on a 
neighborhood V of an embedded sphere S CM that represents a 
homotopy class we wish to kill. Then smooth ambient surgery can be 
performed on V„, and the resulting cobordism triangulated. 

Let Mi, M2 be closed PL w-manifolds embedded in Sn+k with nor
mal microbundles vi, vi. A normal equivalence b: (Mi, vi)~~K-^2» 2̂) 
is a microbundle equivalence b: v\—*vi covering a homotopy equiva
lence Mi—>ikf2. 

Let T(vi) be the Thorn complex of Vi (see [12]), and let CiÇE.Tn+kT(vi) 
be the homotopy class of the collapsing map Sn+k—>T(vi). We call 
Ci a normal invariant for Mi. If dM^O, a similar construction defines 
a normal invariant for M as an element in wn+k(T(vM), T(vu\dM)). 

THEOREM 1. Let X be a 1-connected polyhedron satisfying Poincarê 
duality in a dimension n^5. Let £ be a PL k-microbundle over X, and 
let aÇzirn+kT{t;) be such that h(a) =&(g), where h: Trn+kT(£)—:>Hn+kT(l;) 
is the Hurewicz homomorphismy <&: Hn(X)-^Hn+kT(l;) is the Thorn iso
morphism, and g^Hn(X) is a generator. Assume k^n. Then X has 
the homotopy type of a closed PL n-manifold MCSn+k such that 

(a) If n is odd, or if n = 4g and the signature of X is {Lq(pi(^), ' • * > 
?«(£)> &))> then M has a normal microbundle induced from £, and ais a 
normal invariant of M; 

(b) If n is even, M- {point} has a normal microbundle induced from £. 

1 Work partially supported by the National Science Foundation (USA) and De
partment of Scientific and Industrial Research (UK) at the Cambridge Topology 
Symposium, 1964. 

2 We are informed that some of our results have been obtained independently by 
R. Lashof and M. Rothenberg. 
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Theorem 1 is the PL analog of [ l ] ; see also [ l0] . 

THEOREM 2. Let Mi, M2 be PL closed 1-connected n-manifolds n^5. 
Then Mi and M2 are combinatorially equivalent if and only if there are 
normal microbundles vi (i = 1, 2) of embeddings MiQSn+h, with normal 
invariants CiCzTTn+kT^Vt), and a normal equivalence b: (Mi, vi)—»(-M2, V2) 
such that T(b)*(ci) — c%. 

Theorem 2 is the PL analog of a theorem of Novikov [ l0] . 

COROLLARY. Let M be a PL closed 1-connected n-manifold, w ^ 5 . 
Suppose the natural map k-Ph(M)—*kTov(M) is infective and that 
JPL(2M)->&ToP(2.M) is surjective (see [8] and [9]) where S M is the 
suspension of M. Then the PL structure on the underlying topological 
manifold M is unique up to isomorphism. 

PROOF. Let vi, vi be normal microbundles of two PL structures 
Mi, M2 on M. By the stable uniqueness of a topological normal micro-
bundle of M [s], and the injectivity of fepL(M)—>feToP(M), it follows 
that vi and v% are stably equivalent as PL microbundles. Let d 
Çzirn+kT(vi) be the normal invariant of Mi. Since Mi and M2 are the 
same topological manifold, it follows that (for sufficiently large k) 
there is a topological microbundle equivalence bwi—^v^ such that 
T(b)*(ci)=c%. (The stable tubular neighborhood theorem [4], [7] is 
needed.) Using the surjectivity of fepL(Silf)—»feToP(2Af) we can 
choose & to be a PL microbundle equivalence. The Corollary follows 
from Theorem 2. 

THEOREM 3. Let (X, A) be a polyhedral pair with both X and A 
1-connected y satisfying Poincarê duality in a dimension n^6. Let %be a 
PL k-microbundle over X with k>n, let e(EHn(X, A) be a generator, 
and suppose there exists t3CzTrn+k(T($;), T(%\A)) such that fe(j3) =$(e). 
Then (X, A) is homotopy equivalent to PL manifold with boundary 
(M, dM) having a normal microbundle induced from £, and having /3 
for a normal invariant. Moreover, M is unique up to PL homeomor-
phism. 

This is the PL analog of a result of Wall [13]. 

2. Proofs of theorems. We indicate the modification in the proofs 
of the analogous smooth theorems that are required in the PL case. 

To prove Theorem 1, by using the transverse regularity theorem 
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of Williamson [12] we may assume that there is a PL closed n-
manifold NCSn+k such that : 

(i) if ƒ: Sn+k->T(£) represents a, then f~1(X)=N; 
(ii) if f\N=f, then ƒ*£ = *>, the normal microbundle of N in Sn+k] 
(iii) ƒ: N-+X has degree 1. 

(See [1].) 

M A I N LEMMA. Let SQN be a PL embedded p-sphere, p<n/2, such 
that f \ S: S—>X is null homotopic. Then there exists a PL surgery kill
ing the homotopy class of S. If Nf is the resulting n-manifold the trace 
of the surgery (an elementary PL cobordism K between N and N') can 
be embedded in Sn+k X I with K Pi (Sn+k X 0) = N = N X 0 and 
KC\(Sn+kXl) = N'. Moreover, K has a PL normal microbundle rj in 
Sn+kXl withrj = g*%1 where g: K->X extends f \ N-+X. 

PROOF. Let UC.N be an open regular neighborhood of S. Then 
/*£| U=v\ U is trivial because ƒ | U is null homotopic. Therefore there 
is a PL embedding <£: UXRk-*Sn+k such that 4>(x, Q)=x and 4rxN 
= UX0. By the product theorem of [5], the smoothing of UXRk 

induced by <f> is concordant to a product smoothing. In fact, there is 
an open neighborhood V of 5 in N with V C U, a smoothing a of V, 
and a piecewise differentiable isotopy <j>t: UXRk—>Sn+k such that 

(i) <£o=<£, 
(ii) cj>t=4> outside VXRk, 
(iii) fa] VXDk is a smooth embedding VaXDk-^Sn+k. 
Observe now that ^ (F^XO) is a smooth submanifold of Sn+k and 

<f>i provides a trivialization of its normal vector bundle. Let V' C Vc be 
a smooth closed neighborhood of S, and put PFo=<^i(Vr/XO). Let 
WidSn+k be the smooth submanifold obtained from Wo by a smooth 
surgery killing the homotopy class of 0 (5X0) . By Haefliger [2] the 
trace of the surgery is a cobordism L between Wo and W\ smoothly 
embedded in S^kXl such that dL = W0XO\J(dWo) X / U W i X l , and 
such that the embedding is the product embedding in a neighborhood 
of dWoXl. Furthermore, the m a p / : W0XO^J(dWo) XI-+X, defined 
to be the composition 

- l 

(Wo X 0) U (dWo) XI-*Wo~^N-*X 

extends to f":L—>X such that ƒ"*£ is the normal bundle of L in 
Sn+kXL 
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The cobordism L and the product cobordism (iV—int V') XI fit to-
together to form a cobordism KiCSn+kXl between iVXO and 
( ( iV- in t V')KJWi)Xl. The composition 

(N-mtV')XI-+N-ï*X 

a n d / " : L—>X fit together to give a map g: Ki—>X. The microbundle 
v extends to a microbundle rj over K\ that coincides with v over NXO, 
with vXl over (N—int V') XI, and such that <j>i is a trivialization of 
iy |WiXl . In fact, rj=g*^. The isotopy 4>t provides an embedding 
G: Er)->Sn+kXl of the total space rj which is the identity on Ev. Con
sider G as a smooth triangulation of an open subset of Sn+kXl. 
Whitehead's triangulation theorems show that there is a neighbor
hood Eo of the zero section of rj and a homeomorphism H of Sn+k XI 
such that HG\Eo is PL, and H\Sn+kX0 is the identity. Thus K 
= HG(Ki) is the desired cobordism. This completes the proof of the 
Main Lemma. 

The proof of Theorem 1 proceeds as in the smooth case if n is odd. 
If n is even, we proceed until we have an N such t h a t / : N-^X is an 
isomorphism in homotopy below the middle dimension. Following the 
procedure of the proof of the main lemma, we find just as in the 
smooth case that the obstruction c to surgery is a signature or Ker-
vaire-Arf invariant of the intersection quadratic form on the kernel 
Kr of/* in Hr(N)> 2r = n. If the signature of X is as in (a) of Theorem 
1, then c = 0; otherwise 6=0 mod 8. (To see this, recall that a non-
singular quadratic form taking only even values has signature divis
ible by 8. I t suffices to prove x # x = 0 for #£ker(f*|H r(N; Z2)). If 
P:H*(N;Z2)-*H*(N',Z2) isPoincaréduality, t henx# ;y - {P~lx U P " 1 ? , 
N) for x, yGHr(N; Z2). Let P~lx = z. Then x # x = (Sq z, N) = (z}U UN, 
N) where UN£H*(N) is the total Wu class. Since Sq-1C7^= WN (the 
total Stief el-Whitney class of N), if we define Ux^Sq^WiQ-1 it 
follows tha t UN=f*Ux, and x#x = (ZVJf*Ux, N) = x#Pf*Ux. By 
[ l ] , Kr is orthogonal to Pf*(H*(X)). Hence x#x = 0.) 

There exists an oriented PL closed (r — 1) -connected 2r-manifold P 
with signature —8 if r = 2q, and with Kervaire-Arf invariant 1 if 
r = 2q+l. Moreover P-{point} is parallelizably smoothable. I t fol
lows [3] that there is a PL embedding P(ZS2r+2 having a trivial nor
mal bundle on P 0 (the complement of a highest dimensional cell). 
Therefore the connected sum N # P embeds in Sn+k with a normal 
microbundle / on (N # P ) 0 which coincides with the normal micro-
bundle v of N on No, and which is trivial on the rest of (N # P) 0 . 
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Let N' = N # P if r = 2 g + 1 , and let N' be the connected sum of N 
with c/8 copies of P if r = 2g. Define f':N'-*X by / ' | i \T 0 =/ , and 
jf|iV' — N0 constant. Since v'\N' — N0 is trivial, ƒ is covered by a 
microbundle map *>'—»£. The obstruction to surgery on N' now van
ishes. Hence by surgery we obtain a manifold M<ZSn+k with a normal 
microbundle von Mo and a homotopy equivalence/: M—>X such that 
ƒ | Mo is covered by a microbundle map v—»£. 

Alternatively, in the middle dimension we could use the method 
of [14]. 

Theorem 2 is proved in a similar way, using the same trick to ex
tend Novikov's proof to the PL case. Since for n ^ 5 any PL homo
topy sphere T is a combinatorial sphere (Smale [ l l ] ) , the conclusion 
of the smooth case, that Mi # T = M2 becomes Mi = M2 in the PL case. 

For Theorem 3 we imitate the proof of Theorem 2 of Wall [13] with 
the following modification of the immersion argument of [13]. Given 
a PL m a p / : Dk+l—>M2k+1 (in the notation of [13]), assume t h a t / h a s 
generic singularities. I t follows that Hif(Dk+1)=0 for i>2. Since 
I \ = 0 for i£2, it follows from [5] that a neighborhood V of f(Dk+1) 
in M2fc+1 has a smoothing o\ Then we approximate ƒ by a smooth map 
into Vff and proceed as in [13]. 
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